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Summary in Swedish
E‐fakturering är idag ett hett samtalsämne för många företag. E‐fakturering har fått
genomgående bra kritik på grund av de stora kostsänkningarna det medför tillsammans med
den ökande effektiviteten. Finland har länge varit en av de mest framstående inom e‐
fakturering i den Europeiska marknaden och Finvoice, en elektronisk fakturastandard
utvecklad av de finska bankerna, har haft stor genomslagskraft hos de finska företagen.
Speciellt möjligheten som Finvoice ger, att lätt kunna fakturera privatkunder utöver
företagskunderna, har gjort det extra populärt. Detta examensarbete kommer att
undersöka möjligheten att tillverka och implementera ett eget Finvoice faktureringssystem
för ett litet företag i Finland samt undersöka utbudet och priserna för Finvoice tjänsten hos
de Finska bankerna.
Unihost är ett nystartat webhostingföretag som lider av en oekonomisk och tidskrävande
faktureringsprocess och söker nu möjligheten att utforma en egen lösning på deras
problem. Inom ramarna av detta examensarbete så kommer en e‐faktureringsprototyp som
använder sig av Finvoice standarden att utvecklas och implementeras hos Unihost. Denna
prototyp skall sedan ersätta deras gamla faktureringsprocess och bli en modul av ett
framtida nästintill helt automatiserad e‐faktureringsplattform.
Finlands banker erbjuder Finvoice e‐faktureringstjänster till olika priser och med olika
tillvalsfunktioner. Dessa kommer att undersökas som en del av examensarbetet samt en
sammanställning kommer att produceras så att man kan jämföra vad årskostnaden skulle bli
om man väljer endera av de olika av alternativen. Denna framställning ska sedan användas
av Unihost för att kunna fatta beslut om vilken bank de skall välja för att skicka och ta emot
deras e‐fakturor samt att den kan användas av framtida företag för att få en överblick av
serviceutbudet och priserna i Finland. För att få ytterligare insikt i e‐fakturering och Finvoice
så har också tre olika intervjuer hållits med Andelsbanken, Nordea samt Ålandsbanken.
Dessa intervjuer gav en bra bild över hur få som trots allt använder sig av e‐fakturering på
Åland, den del av Finland där examensarbete utfördes, samt den bristande kunskap som än
finns om e‐fakturering i detta område.
En stor del av examensarbetet blev fokuserat på att utveckla och felsöka prototypen som
tillverkades för Unihost. Finvoice är fortfarande väldigt nytt tillsammans med att det nästan
inte finns någon information att tillgå förutom det officiella implementationsguiden vilket
resulterade i att utvecklingen blivit speciellt svårhanterlig. En fullt fungerande prototyp har
dock framställts samt testats vilken sedan blev överlämnad till Unihost.

Preface
This master thesis report has been conducted with Unihost Partnership between January
2008 through June 2008 in Åland, Finland. As a part of this thesis, a software prototype for
Unihost was developed. The prototype gives Unihost the possibility to generate Finvoice
invoice files from their current database of invoices. By developing this prototype,
knowledge about the current e‐billing scene in Finland was gained and the outcome will
help to increase efficiency and cut future billing costs for Unihost.
The prototype software was written in PHP, accompanied by the Zend framework. The
software prototype contains a GUI for the company’s invoices stored in the company
database. The GUI allows the biller to browse, filter, search, and view old and new invoices
stored in the company database. When the biller has selected the invoices that are
scheduled for shipping, one can generate these into Finvoice invoice files. These files can
then be sent to Unihost’s service provider of choice, in this case Andelsbanken, who will
further distribute the invoices.
Åland has three different banks, all of which were interviewed to gain knowledge about e‐
billing and the e‐billing interaction between customers and businesses on Åland. The
following banks were:
‐
‐
‐

Ålandsbanken, Mariehamn
Nordea, Mariehamn
Andelsbanken(OP), Mariehamn

The interviews gave a good perspective of the low usage of electronic invoicing in Åland.
Due to this fact, Andelsbanken actually offered to make Unihost into a pilot user of their
Finvoice invoicing service.
The prototype developed is the property of Unihost and will not be release to the public.
The supervisor for this thesis was Sven Vollbehr from Unihost Partnership.
All references are represented by a superscript, in a pair of angle brackets, which
correspond to a reference explanation in the chapter, example: [12].
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Terminology
B2B=Business to Business
B2C= Business to Customer
ebXML = Electronic Business using eXtensible Markup Language is an open, XML‐based
infrastructure made to handle electronic business information. ebXML is often used in B2B
communications.
E‐billing = Electronic billing/invoicing, sending invoices in electronic form.
E‐invoice or e‐bill = An electronic invoice.
ECBS = the European Committee for Banking Standards
EDI= Electronic Data Interchange, is the electronic exchange of business data, such as
business documents and invoices, between companies. These systems are fully automated
and work with strict standards set by the companies. Most often the systems just connect
two companies because often it takes too much effort to build larger networks.
EDIFACT = Electronic Data Interchange For Administration, Commerce, and Transport, is an
international EDI standard made by the United Nations. The standard is considered as
rather complicated and is often used between companies exchanging a lot of merchandise
like wholesale suppliers.
eInvoice= A electronic invoicing standard developed by the Nordic eInvoice Consortium now
managed by TIEKE. A well spread standard for B2B invoicing in Finland.
ePI = electronic Payment Initiator is a standard made by the European Committee for
Banking Standards, published in September 2002. This standard got good response in
Finland and companies started using it for B2B invoices.
FFFS = The Federation of Finnish Financial Services is a Federation with 40.000 members
engage in the financial services industry in Finland. The Finnish Bankers’ Association(FBA)
became a part of this federation when it was formed in 2007. It was FBA, consisting of the
Finish banks, which originally developed the Finvoice standard that today is a maintained by
FFFS.
Finvoice = A standard produced by The Finnish Bankers’ Association(see FFFS), to support
invoices in electronic form. For more information about Finvoice read the chapter labelled
Finvoice.
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Intermediator = The intermediator is responsible for delivering the electronic invoice from
the seller to the buyer. Often the intermediator used when sending/receiving Finvoice
invoices is the sellers/buyers own bank.
SOAP = (originally Simple Object Access Protocol) SOAP is a protocol for exchanging xml‐
based information between computer networks.
UML = Unified modelling language, is a standard made to visualize software modelling.
XML= eXtensible Markup Language is an open standard (or specification), made by WC3, on
how to create custom markup languages. XML is used to organize data so that it can be
shared, often over the internet, and interpreted by various types of information systems.
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Purpose
Increasing efficiency while cutting costs is something all businesses strive to do and also why
e‐billing is a hot topic on companies’ agendas. Today e‐billing is implemented mostly by
large sized companies and with studies stating cost reduction to be up to 80%[0][2] it is easy
to understand why. When it comes to small and medium sized companies, electronic
invoicing might still be a novel idea to grasp and implement. However, every day an
increasing number of businesses switch from paper invoices to electronic invoices, building
awareness of the numerous benefits it brings which may convince smaller companies to
switch as well.
Unihost is a recently founded webhosting company that only serves a small amount of
select business customers in Finland. To present day, all billing and processing of payments
are handled manually due to the small amount of customers and the lack of billing software.
This is a very time consuming and expensive way to handle both billing and payments and
has little room for expansion in the way that it is dealt with today. Soon, Unihost’s services
will be offered to the public and will target both private customers and business clients.
Unihost is now looking for a cost‐efficient way to handle billing and to connect this process
to their accounting software to increase efficiency and cut costs.
The purpose of this thesis is to inform readers of the cost and extra effort needed by a small
company in Finland to develop and implement their own Finvoice billing system, the
availability of Finvoice intermediators, and their charges for using the service. This will be
accomplished by investigating the options available for Unihost and by building and
implementing a cost‐efficient e‐billing platform to solve their invoicing problem.
By
analyzing the research, development and implementation process, ample information
should be gathered to make sufficient approximations of the possibility, cost, and effort
needed for a small company to implement a similar e‐billing system.
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Background of electronic invoicing
Introduction
Electronic invoicing has been used for many years in B2B invoicing, but is now making its
way into the individual customer market as well. With the introduction of B2C electronic
invoicing, a whole new market opens up with a lot of potential for both the companies and
the individual customer. This section will analyze the past and present situation of
electronic invoicing in Europe and Finland.

Electronic invoicing in Europe
“Electronic invoicing, which can cut invoicing costs significantly, is now developing rapidly,
notably as a result of the growth of electronic commerce.”[I] The added features and the
large cost reductions obtained by switching to electronic invoices has made them a hot topic
in Europe. However, the market penetration in Europe is still rather low, approximately
1.75% in 2006 and was estimated to grow to 2.2% in 2007 in comparison to the traditional
paper invoice. Only Nordic countries and Switzerland stand out from the average
penetration with shares reaching up to 10% of the market. [2]
Switzerland is well known for its banking and together with Finland they have both managed
to leap ahead of the competition in the field of electronic invoicing. In figure 1 below, made
by Innopay and the Euro Banking Association, one can see the electronic invoice flow
between different market segments in Switzerland. The illustration shows the percentage
of invoices sent within the same segment and how many percentages are sent to other
segments. When it comes to B2C invoicing, it is obvious that the larger companies have
been the pioneers, sending 43% of the total amount of invoices to their customers. Only a
mere 2% of the total amounts of invoices sent are B2C invoices sent by small companies.

Figure 1: Shows “...the key directional flows of invoices between various
market segments. The information is based on Swiss figures and is
[2]
representative of an advanced European society….”
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“Invoices sent by electronic means shall be accepted by Member States provided that the
authenticity of the origin and integrity of the contents are guaranteed…”. With the Council
Directive 2001/115/EC, the European Union opened up the gates for companies to send
electronic invoices between member states by declaring the electronic invoice a valid and
accepted form of invoice. It also stated the requirements of which these invoices had to
follow. With the directive in place, companies were now allowed to switch to electronic
invoices as long as it is approved by their customers.

History of electronic invoices in Finland
“An e‐Invoice is a modern, reliable, secure, cost‐efficient and practically paperless method
of handling and processing invoices for goods, services and other expenses” [3] is TIEKE’s,
the Finnish Information Society Development Centre, description of their electronic invoice
standard, definition of an e‐Invoice. Even though electronic invoices are seen as a new
concept, they have actually been present for over 30 years in Finland. At first, businesses
built EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) systems, often following the EDIFACT (Electronic Data
Interchange For Administration, Commerce, and Transport) standard to increase their
efficiency in B2B invoicing. Many of these systems are still in use today.
When the Internet became more widespread and more companies connected with each
other, a new network was established for companies to send and receive electronic
invoices. The old EDI systems were pure B2B oriented and throughout the years many
different standards have been established in the various networks built between
companies. When the companies were all connected to the same network, the need for
new standards emerged to retreat from the process of converting between the various
standards created that were still in use in these old EDI systems. In 1999, the Nordic e‐
Invoice Consortium was initiated and the outcome was a new electronic invoice standard,
the e‐Invoice. E‐Invoice “..is some kind of mixture between EDIFACT and XML; an early
attempt to have a simpler version of EDIFACT”. In 2003, the standard was handed over to
TIEKE who now had the responsibility for promoting and fostering the standard. [4] Many
companies adopted this new standard but would soon get competition from yet another
standard.
With the adoption of online banking for private customers, the ability to send electronic
invoices to these customers also emerged. When ECBS released version 1.1 of their ePI
standard in 2003[5], Finnish banks decided to make a new nationwide standard. Later that
year, FBA (later FFFS) released the new Finvoice standard. This standard was built on a mix
of the new ePI standard combined with XML and ebXML syntax, making it to easier to read
by the human eye compared to the old EDIFACT standard. At the same time, the Finnish
banks gave their full support to their own standard by letting the consumer benefit from the
advantages of electronic invoices by providing them e‐billing support in their online banks.
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Benefits of electronic invoices
Introduction
One of the main reasons why e‐billing has gained so much attention is because of the large
cost reduction obtained by switching from paper to electronic invoices. Electronic invoicing
adds numerous benefits to the whole cycle of invoicing and this section will highlight the
most substantial benefits.

Increased efficiency
Electronic invoices have a lot of features over traditional paper invoices. One of the more
prominent ones is that it can be generated and shipped automatically and electronically, a
huge leap in efficiency. Time consuming tasks of manually handling the printing, enveloping
the invoice, typing it into the accounting system, and then shipping them by mail, can now
be automated without the need of manual human labour. The time and effort needed to
ship the invoice by mail is also eliminated and instead the electronic invoice shows up
automatically the next business day in the customer’s online bank.
When generating the invoices electronically, it is also possible to connect the invoicing
process to the accounting process. This helps to increase efficiency while it decreases the
chances of human error when transferring data from the paper invoice to the accounting
system. With the Finvoice electronic invoice, it is also possible to add “posting proposals”
(or “automated postings”) by stating standard accounting numbers or settling account
numbers with the seller. This way, when the invoice is handled electronically, the receiver
side it can automatically prepare its own accounting records. [6]
As previously stated, numerous benefits can be harboured by both the sender and receiver.
Below is a chart showing what steps electronic invoices can automate for the receiver and
an approximation of how much time each step takes compare to manual invoices. The
summary is made by ELMA and was based on the book “Internet and EDI in Effective
Accounting” by Salmi‐Vahtera: [7]
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Figure 2: An example, made by ELMA, illustrating the savings of using
[7]
electronic invoices ‐ part 1/2

Note that this example might have additional (or more time consuming) tasks compared to
a small or midsized company. However, it clearly shows what stages can be automated by
eliminating traditional paper invoices.

Easier to archive
All invoices need to be stored for six years in Finland as a part of the accounting for legal
reasons. The archiving of these invoices takes up a lot of space and can become expensive
when the amount of invoices grows. One solution is to store them in electronic format. In
the Council Directive 2001/115/EC, it stated that electronic invoices are allowed to be
stored in its original electronic format, making the archiving of these much easier and less
expensive to store.

Environmental impact
To be considered “green” is very appealing for any company so by switching to electronic
invoices the company can promote themselves as more environmental friendly, thus making
them more marketable. The positive environmental outcome of replacing the traditional
invoice with its electronic counterpart has been backed up by various research studies. This
could be seen as large step forward in the battle against global warming by saving vast
amounts of paper.
“By using e‐invoices and online banking, consumers could reduce the use of paper, cut
emissions arising out of the delivery of mail, and they would also be spared the chore of
16 | P a g e

keying in long invoice reference numbers.” This was stated by Bo Harlad, chairman of the
European Commission’s expert Task Force on e‐Invoicing [8], bringing up the fact that
ordinary invoicing also has an impact on the environment. “With 30 billion invoices sent
annually in Europe, e‐invoicing can save significant amounts of natural resources. A 1%
increased adoption of e‐invoicing could lead to an annual reduction of tree usage of
approximately 800,000 trees and towards reduction of CO2 emissions.” [2]
Javelin Strategy and Research, a company engaging in quantitative research, focused
exclusively on financial service topics, conducted a study of the yearly benefits if all U.S.
households would view and pay their bills online. The study has been included in numerous
articles and provides simple comparable numbers of the environmental impact of switching
to electronic invoices: [9]

The Yearly Benefits – If All U.S. Households Viewed and Paid Bills Online:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Saves 2.3 million tons of wood, or 16.5 million trees.
Reduces fuel consumption by 26 million BTUs – enough energy to provide
residential power to San Francisco for an entire year.
Decreases toxic air pollutants by 3.9 billion pounds of CO2 equivalents
(greenhouse gases), akin to having 355,000 fewer cars on the road.
Reduces toxic wastewater by 13 billion gallons, enough to fill almost 20,000
swimming pools.
Lowers solid waste generated by 1.6 billion pounds – equal to 56,000 fully loaded
garbage trucks.
Removes 8.5 million particulates and 12.6 million nitrogen oxides from the air –
on par with taking 763,000 buses and 48,000 18-wheelers off the streets.
Saves landfill space and curbs the amount of toxic chemicals, including methane
gas, released into the atmosphere as paper decomposes.
Figure 3: Javelin Strategy’s research on environmental impact of electronic billing in the US

[9]
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Costs and investments
The amount of invoices sent in Europe in one year is estimated to be around 30 billion and
the associated costs are enormous. The University of Hanover calculated that Germany
alone could save €25 billion a year if all companies would switch to electronic invoicing.[10]
This assumption was made with an estimated cost reduction of 4,2 € per invoice. Apply this
number to the 30 billion invoices sent in Europe, yielding a profit of €126 billion per year.
The EACT project Corporate Action on Standards (CAST) has also made a calculation on the
same topic. However, their assumption was that the cost cut per invoice would be higher
and estimated an astonishing figure of €243 billion per year. [2]
“If all consumers in Finland were to use electronic invoicing, the annual savings for those
sending out the bills could be in the region of EUR 400 million”. [8] Note that this is only for
the sender. “The handling costs for a single B2B invoice is, on average, approximately EUR
30, when both the issuer's and the recipient's costs are included. The cost of processing a
received invoice accounts for approximately 80 percent of this figure. E‐invoicing can halve
invoicing costs compared to invoicing with printed invoices. On a national scale, that
represents savings of some EUR 2.7 billion a year” says Anu Kalliala from TIEKE, the Finnish
Information Society Development Centre. [12]
Less administration cost, almost no material fees, increased efficiency in accounting, no
shipping cost, plus no archiving of paper invoices, all add up to a drastic cut in costs. Many
examples have been published to highlight the savings of electronic invoicing and most
conclude the gains to be around 80%. One small example where the cuts can be made is
illustrated in the comparison that ELMA provided with the example company (as seen in
figure 2 and 4). Their example however, shows a slightly higher figure:

Figure 4: An example, made by ELMA, illustrating the savings of using electronic invoices ‐ part 2/2

[7]

Most billing software already has support for electronic invoices [Ap-2] and that is also one of
the main reasons why the investments needed to support e‐billing is low. The major cost
involved is the switching cost, moving from the old billing system to a new invoicing system,
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which may vary for each company. If the company is small and flexible with all their
invoices sent by the same department, the transition will likely be easier and the switching
cost will be low. If the company is large with numerous departments and with different
billing systems, the implementation process will be harder and the switching cost will
increase.

Summary
There are many benefits from switching to electronic invoices. Below the main benefits are
summarized and broken down into individual benefits of both the sender and receiver: [14][
[6][Ap-2]

Benefits for the sender:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Cuts costs Æ Less cost for material, making, printing, enveloping, and shipping
invoices
Less manual work Æ Increases efficiency and decreases the chance of human error
Increased speed Æ Customer can view the invoice the following business day
Reaches everyone Æ One invoicing channel has the ability to reach both private and
business customers
Low implementation cost Æ Good for both small and large businesses
Possibility to store electronically Æ Inexpensive and takes up almost no space;
private customers and small businesses can also store them in their online bank

Benefits for the receiver:
‐
‐

‐
‐

Cuts costs Æ Less cost without handling of paper invoices, no manual entry of
invoices
Less manual work Æ Increased efficiency by giving the opportunity to fully
automate the VAT process, the payment process and the accounting process, no
manual entry of invoices
Low implementation cost Æ Private customers and small businesses have the ability
to receive invoices in their online bank
Possibility of electronic storage Æ Inexpensive and takes up almost no space;
private customers and small businesses can also store them in their online bank
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Problem settings and delimitations
Unihost background
Unihost is a small startup webhosting company who is trying to make its way into the
Finnish webhosting market. The company has four employees, also the four founders, who
together are developing their own webhosting platform that will be released to the general
public soon. As of now, it exists as a virtual company in that there is no physical office
location and all company meetings and customer interactions are held online.
Unihost already has an existing group of customers, a group of selected business customers
that have been added to their clientele under the development of their system. To present
day, all these customers are billed with invoices made manually together with the
processing of the payments of these due to the lack of billing software. This is a very time
consuming and expensive way to handle billing/payments and has little room for expansion.
Soon, Unihost’s services will be offered to the general public and will target both private and
business clients.
Yet, before that is feasible, Unihost needs to increase their billing
efficiency. Due to the company’s small size, they need an inexpensive but still proficient
way to solve their problem.

Problem formulation
This thesis will focus on developing a cost efficient billing solution for a small IT company in
Finland, Unihost, by producing a prototype that will send electronic invoices using the
Finvoice invoice standard. All intermediators and options should be researched so that the
most cost effective solution can be achieved with the small company’s limited budget. The
implementation process has to be smooth and the running costs, together with the
administration of this system, have to be as low as possible. It is imperative that the system
will add value even though the amount of sent invoices is currently small. It is also
important that the system be scalable in case of a sudden increase of customers or invoices.
The research made to reach these goals and the time and effort needed to build and
implement such a system will then be published as a part of the thesis.

Delimitations
The intermediators listed on the official Finvoice homepage needs to be investigated to
build price awareness. No other intermediators, if present, have to be included. The final
prototype does not have to be fully operational but enough details should be provided for
Unihost employees to independently continue the development of the project outcome.
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Only electronic bills in Finvoice format sent to Unihost’s subscribing customers in Finland
are accounted into the project.

Material and Architecture
Finvoice
Finvoice, as previously mentioned, is a standard that was developed by Finnish banks, thus
have given their full support to promote the standard. It is a great step forward in trying to
fully automate the invoicing process for both the sender and receiver leading to large cut in
costs and increased efficiency.[14] To be able to see all the benefits of these invoices, one
must look at their whole lifecycle: What is an invoice; how is a Finvoice invoice produced;
how are they sent; and how are they received and handled?

Elements of an invoice
To be able to understand what an electronic invoice consists of, it is necessary to
understand what is essential for any legal invoice. An invoice is what the sellers send as
“proof of dept” for the provided product or service. This automatically becomes the legal
document that states what the buyer owes the person or company. However, it is not only
a legal document with the proof of dept, but also a necessary part of both companies
accounting departments that must follow certain rules and legislations to be valid.
In council directive 2001/115/EC, the EU Council has stated the regulations required for an
invoice to be accepted by any member state of the EU and also what is required by the VAT
(Value added Tax) laws. In short, the posts required for an invoice are: [15][13]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date of issue
A unique invoice reference number
A VAT identification number of the issuer
Full name and address of the issuer and recipient
Description of the goods or services
Quantity of goods supplied or services rendered
Tax‐base for every taxable item, price per unit excluding VAT and without rebates or
discounts.
Date of which the supply of goods or services was made or completed if it differs
from the date issued
VAT rate applied
VAT amount payable
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Finvoice file format
The Finvoice is built upon XML syntax, more precisely ebXML syntax. ebXML was a joint
effort produced by “United Nations Centre for Trade facilitation and Electronic Business”
(UN/CEFACT) and “Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards”
(OASIS) in 1999 [16]
By using XML syntax, the invoice is not only easily readable by computer software, but it
also has the ability to be presented in a browser in traditional paper invoice format as well.
This gives the user a way to print the invoice as a paper copy if needed. The copy can then
be processed as a normal invoice or be archived among the other paper invoices if needed.
“The Finnish Banks’ Association – Implementation guidelines” [6] visualizes a complete
Finvoice‐invoice with its header depicted below. The header or top part, the “XML‐
Transmission Frame”, is comparable to the traditional envelope of an invoice with the billers
and customers addresses printed on the exterior. The “Finvoice” part of the picture is what
should be seen as the actual invoice inside the envelope. The transmission frame (or SOAP
envelope) will be discussed further in the following chapter.

Figure 5: Visual presentation of the Finvoice invoice and its envelope

[6]

The Implementation guidelines specifically states where all elements of every invoice
created be placed in order to form a valid Finvoice invoice with the proper XML syntax. This
makes it simple for any issuer to create a standardized invoice with a predefined model
layout. Below is an example of the XML syntax used to define the buyers address
information:
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<BuyerPartyDetails>
<BuyerOrganisationName>Jazz & Samba OY</BuyerOrganisationName>
<BuyerPostalAddressDetails>
<BuyerStreetName> Päivätie 54321</BuyerStreetName>
<BuyerTownName>Espoo</BuyerTownName>
<BuyerPostCodeIdentifier>123456</BuyerPostCodeIdentifier>
<CountryCode>FI</CountryCode>
<CountryName>Finland</CountryName>
<BuyerPostOfficeBoxIdentifier/>
</BuyerPostalAddressDetails>
</BuyerPartyDetails>
All the various definitions and elements available to build an invoice can be located in the
definition file, “Finvoice Guideline Element Definitions” [11] published by FFFS.

Sending and receiving Finvoice invoices
When the invoice has been created according to Finvoice specifications, it can be viewed as
an ordinary invoice in any internet browser. The invoice must be sent in a SOAP envelope
which has the necessary routing information needed to be sent from the company and
delivered to the correct customer. Figure 5 shows the XML Transmission Frame which
represents the SOAP envelope.

[6]

Figure 6: More detailed image of the Soap Envelope and Finvoice Invoice
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Figure 6 shows a more detailed view of how all the parts of an electronic invoice are put
together. As shown below, the Finvoice invoice will be the attachment (or payload) of the
Soap envelope. The Envelope itself consists of two parts, the header and body, based on a
recommendation by the ebXML project. However, the Finvoice implementation does not
fully comply with the ebXML 2.0 standards due to some small alterations.[6] The header of
the envelope is the vital part of the routing process. The header contains both the senders
and receivers e‐billing address and intermediator.

[6]

Figure 7: The role of intermediators when sending the Finvoice Invoice

All Finvoice invoices are sent through the company’s intermediator, then routed through
the network to the customer’s intermediator and finally to the customer. If the customer
has the same intermediator as the biller, then the invoice never has to leave the
intermediator’s system. A visualization of the routing process and how the information in
the SOAP header of an invoice is used when sending invoices to a customer with a different
intermediator can be seen above in figure 7.

The processing of the invoice
“Finvoice, the electronic invoice standard recommended by the banks, is a natural next step
in the development leading towards automated processing of invoices, accounts payable
and receivable and financial accounting.” [6] However, automatic processing has been
available since EDI was introduced a long time ago, but it is the difference between EDI and
electronic invoicing that makes it more applicable to all kind of businesses.
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EDI‐invoicing is fully automated, including everything from the placement of a product order
to the final payment. However, to be able to set up such a system all companies involved
need to be integrated with each other and must indicate standards for the content of the
EDI messages. This leads to a high setup cost and is only valuable for companies who have
numerous invoices going back and forth, like connections between a distribution center and
its distributors.
The benefits of e‐invoices are the standard of the messages are already set and that most
billing software already have added support for it. Most Finnish banks also have online
support for e‐invoices, giving their customers the ability to bill customers through their
online bank. To be able to reach the customers who are still lacking e‐billing support, a print
service is offered by the banks to print and mail the invoices, making Finvoice able to reach
all customers in every market. All these benefits allow Finvoice e‐invoice systems to have a
lower implementation cost than EDI systems while having the ability to reach everyone. [17]
Finvoice has taken several measures to increase the atomization of the handling of the
invoices. Since the format is standardized, the issuer can follow the same template for
billing all customers. To further help to automate for the receiver, Finvoice has an added
field for “posting proposals” [6] intended for the buyer’s financial accounting. It is not
mandatory for the sender to include this field on the invoice, but by adding this field the
receiver can automate its accounting by using the information given. By following the
accounting standards account numbers, or by agreeing with the seller which account
numbers to use in a given scenario, it is possible to fully automate the receiving process.
This gives the Finvoice standard similar benefits as EDI systems, with the possibility to fully
automate all economic and financially aspects of the transaction.

Architecture
The billing software prototype will become part of Unihost’s webhosting platform thus it
needs to follow the internal guidelines set up for software development. Below is a
summary of the IBM RUP software development process together with the requirements of
the prototype.
IBM RUP Software development process
RUP (Rational Unified Process) is a process framework developed by a division of IBM called
Rational Software. It is an iterative process built upon “best practices” which can be
tailored to the given situation. The idea is to take already proven and successful software
development processes and apply them to the given project so that everything does not
have to be reinvented from scratch. These are some of the strengths of RUP: [18][19]
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Best practices
RUF is based on six key principles that should be followed to reduce risks in software
development. “Adopting the process” in one of these, making sure that process fits the
scope of the project and uses templates suited for small, medium, and large sized projects.
Elevate the level of abstraction
By using a higher level of abstraction of the architecture, it is easier to develop the code in
architectural layers. This leads to more reusable code and makes it easier to iterate through
the levels. It also makes it easier to visualize the software, displaying its architecture and
the structure of its components and the logic between them with, for example, UML.
Module based architecture
The system should be built out of modules to add flexibility and to better track the code
reusability. The modules all come together to help build the whole system.
Follow an iterative pattern
The RUP framework consists of four phases: Inception, Elaboration, Construction, and
Transition. All of these have one or more iteration. Within each iteration, all of the nine
disciplines must be included (or workflows) such as Business Modelling, Requirements,
Analysis and Design etc. By following this iterative process with assigned disciplines, one
can work through the development process with each iteration showing an individual step
of progress. [20]

Figure 8: Iteration process of the RUP framework [20]

Code language and framework
Unihost required the prototype to be built with PHP with support of the Zend framework
[25]
. The Zend framework is built on a Model‐View‐Controller architecture whose purpose is
to separate the business logic from the visual interface. This makes it easier to dissect the
code and change parts that might need to be altered or updated in the future. It also
makes it simpler to completely transform the underlying logic without changing the
interface or vice versa.
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Intermediators
Finvoice requires an intermediator to route the invoices. It is necessary to research all the
given options to reduce both setup and long term costs. Interviews and research will be
conducted in this field to be able to present the current prices of all intermediator prices in
the time of writing.

Interviews
Interviews will be completed to gather information from the banks about Finvoice and
usage cases. In depth questions will be asked in order to build awareness of what Åland’s
market looks like and how many companies are actually using Finvoice invoicing.

Results
Electronic invoices on Åland
Unihost has employees in both main Finland and also in the autonomous archipelago of
Åland. Åland, with its 27,000 inhabitants [21], would prove to be far behind Finland in using
electronic invoicing as a mean to bill customers. While interviewing the three major banks
in Åland, Ålandsbanken and OP were aware of 4 to 5 businesses that currently use
electronic invoicing to bill customers and all of these were of larger size. Nordea also
confirmed that companies in Åland are using e‐billing but could not reveal the names of the
companies due to bank privacy. However, they did later confirm that they are not aware of
any small business customers in Åland who are currently sending invoices to private
customers. Estimated numbers can still be compared to the total number of companies in
Åland. First however, to categorize the size of businesses, the European standard of
business sizes is used. Business with less than 50 employees is considered a small business
and less than 250 employees is considered a medium sized business. Any business
operating with over 250 employees is considered large. [22] When this standard was applied
to the statistics of employees per company in Åland, there are 2013 small businesses, 18
medium size businesses, and 5 large businesses in 2006. [21] Using the information given by
the banks and the large number of registered companies in Åland, it is clear that electronic
invoicing is rarely used by companies in Åland. The banks also confirmed that it is larger
companies who are sending out the invoices, making Unihost a pioneer in the Ålandish
market.
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Interviews
To gather information and build awareness about how extensive e‐billing is for small sized
companies, interviews were conducted with the three available banks present on Åland. All
questions were predetermined before all interviews took place in order to maintain
consistency during the interview process. [Ap-1] Below is a summary of the most essential
findings from the interviews:
The following bank and persons were interviewed:
•
•
•

Andelsbanken’s office in Mariehamn
Nordea’s office in Mariehamn
Ålandsbanken’s office in Mariehamn

Interview with Nordea
Interviewee: Carina Sjödahl
Location: Nordea’s office in Mariehamn
Date: February 13, 2008 personal interview
Full interview: See Appendix 2 ‐“Interview with Carina Sjödahl, Nordea”
None of the bank offices interviewed had in‐house expertise on e‐billing. However, Nordea
proved to have the most experience in the field. Nordea set up a meeting for Unihost with a
worker who visits Åland regularly to consult in various business banking areas. The most
essential findings with Nordea:
‐
‐
‐

Only 4 or 5 large companies are currently using e‐invoicing in Åland
The Finnish government saved approximately 30€ per invoice by switching to e‐invoices
The implementation is usually easy when the right software is present and most well
known billing software supports Finvoice at present time

Interview with Ålandsbanken
Interviewee: Caroline Ericsson
Location: Ålandsbanken’s office in Mariehamn
Date: February 27, 2008
Full interview: see Appendix 2 ‐ “Interview with Caroline Eriksson, Ålandsbanken”
Ålandsbanken had not yet developed any support in their web bank for sending electronic
invoices and had no marketing material about electronic invoices. They did however
manage to confirm that 4‐5 large companies are currently using e‐billing and they could
present prices of their e‐billing services.
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Interview with Andelsbanken (OP)
Interviewee: Kirsti Nordblom & Sven‐Olof Josefsson
Location: Andelsbankens office in Mariehamn
Date: February 27, 2008
Full interview: See Appendix 2 ‐“Interview with Kirsti Nordblom – Andelsbanken”
Andelsbanken proved to have support for Finvoice in their online bank but they had no
information available except for the information present on their Finnish homepage. The
reason that they had so little knowledge in this area was because they had seen little or no
interest from Ålandish companies, which was confirmed by the interviews made with the
other banks. However, they were very enthusiastic about the fact that Unihost wanted to
start sending electronic invoices through them and offered Unihost to be a pilot case for
setting up a Finvoice invoicing system. This proved to be the reason why Unihost decided to
use Andelsbanken as its service provider (read more about this in chapter Intermediators,
section Price comparison)

Finvoice prototype
The Finvoice prototype was built to fit the requirements from Unihost. A working prototype
was provided that supports listing, ordering, searching, viewing, and generating Finvoice
invoices from their billing database. Test invoices were successfully sent to and received by
Sven Vollbehr’s online bank.
Architecture
Unihost requested the prototype be built in PHP accompanied by the Zend framework to fit
their current webhosting platform. Below are the descriptions of how the prototype was
made in order to fit the requirements:
RUP
Unihost has developed their own implementation of IBMs RUP framework [18] and applies it
to all projects. The purpose is to increase the level of abstraction in building prototypes, to
visualize the project, and to maintain consistency in the software.
Elevate the level of abstraction
The RUP framework calls for raising the level of abstraction to make it easier to visualize and
develop the code in architectural layers. One way to achieve this is with a UML use case
diagram. “Its purpose is to present a graphical overview of the functionality provided by a
system in terms of actors, their goals—represented as use cases—and any dependencies
between those use cases.” [24] Mats Lundberg, one of the lead programmers and founders of
Unihost, developed a use case diagram to further illustrate how the billing software
prototype interacts with the billing system and its actors.
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Figure 9: UML Use case diagram

Module based architecture
Unihost’s platform follows the RUF framework’s rule of using module based architecture.
Except for some low level scripting done in Phyton, the whole system is made out of
modules built in PHP accompanied by the Zend MVC (Model‐View‐Controller) framework.
The framework helps to separate the GUI from the actual calculation made and the business
logic behind it. Here is a short description of how the prototype structure is divided into the
three parts:
Model
The model sets the rules or representation of how the data should be handled. In this case,
it states the database table names from the MySQL database.
View
The graphical user interface is important for the user to be able to handle all the invoices.
Since the database contains all invoices ever sent, the view needs to support an organized
way of displaying thousands of invoices. It is also crucial that the interface has the ability to
order and filter the invoices by given criteria, search among the invoices, and display a
selected invoice on the screen or select one or more invoices to be generated into Finvoice
invoice files.
The view is further separated into four parts:
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Listing the invoices(Viewname: form/)

1

2

3

4

Figure 10: Unihost’s Finvoice Billing Prototype – Main Window

When logged into the system and the Finvoice Billing Software module is selected, a view
similar to figure 10 is displayed. (Note that the invoices displayed above are randomly
generated test invoices and the dates are display as Month‐Day‐Year) The following options
are given:
1. Filter the invoices by given criteria or search by entering parts off/full “Reference nr”
and/or “Customer ID.
2. Sort the invoices by ascending or descending order by clicking the sort criteria.
3. View the Finvoice Invoice by clicking its reference number. (See ‘Showing an invoice’
below).
4. The invoices that need to be sent are selected and generated by clicking on the
“Generate” button.
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Displaying an invoice (Viewname: form/display Finvoice):

Figure 11: Unihost’s Finvoice Billing Prototype – Display invoice

When a reference number is clicked, the invoice information is fetched from the database
and a valid Finvoice .xml file is created which is then displayed in the web browser. This can
be a very useful tool when searching for a specific invoice, verifying invoice details, or
printing a paper copy of the invoice. All invoices, sent or not sent, can be viewed this way.
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Listing of selected files (Viewname: form/approve):

Figure 12: Unihost’s Finvoice Billing Prototype – Approve

After the user has selected the invoices and pressed the “Generate” button on the main
screen, a verification of the selected invoices pops up. This step makes sure that all
necessary invoices were selected. When the “Generate invoices” button is clicked, the
invoices are generated as files and placed in a folder of the banking program and are ready
to be sent. This is followed by a confirmation of success message (or an error message if
something would go wrong). An example of this can be seen in figure 13.
Log file feedback after generating (Viewname: form/generate Finvoice):

Figure 13: Unihost’s Finvoice Billing Prototype – generate Finvoice
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After the Finvoice invoice files have been generated, a confirmation of success message is
shown on the screen. In case something would go wrong in the process, all steps are logged
and can be seen by clicking on the “Display Log:” button which document the log of the
successful or unsuccessful attempt and will be displayed.

Controller
Form Controller is the controller that responds to events from the user and handles all the
calculations and business logic behind the View. The Form Controller has several actions
that are triggered depending on the user’s actions. Some of the actions are described
below to better understand how the controller operates.
Index Action: This action provides the view with the initial listing of the invoices.
Order Action: This action filters, organizes, handles searches, and displays the invoices in
the view the way that the user has requested.
Approve Action: This action displays a list of invoices to be generated to the user; when
approved, it sends the invoices to the generator.
Generate Finvoice Action: This action generates the Finvoice invoice files ready to be sent
by the banking software. It also reports feedback to the user of the success or failure of the
generation process in the form of a log file.

Intermediators
Price comparison
Information was gathered from the bank’s homepages, by request at their local office or by
e‐mail. All price information [Ap-1] was gathered and summarized in February. Note that
there is a possibility that the prices at present day may differ from the prices presented in
the summary.
To estimate the yearly cost of using a Finvoice invoicing system, a fictional example
company was created. The example company is a small company who sends out a total of
50 invoices per month. 25 of these invoices are sent to the same intermediator, meaning
that 25 of the customers would have the same bank as the example company. It is also
assumed that the company sends another 25 invoices to companies with an intermediator
different from the bank’s intermediator. The company also receives 25 electronic invoices
per month. These numbers may seem a bit high for a small company and more probable
that the numbers of customers with a different intermediator would be higher than the
ones with the same, but with these fabricated numbers it is easier to see the difference
between sending invoices to the same or to a different intermediator.
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Benefits of electronic invoices for Unihost
Unihost is already using semi‐electronic invoicing, meaning they create their invoices in the
traditional way but send them by e‐mail instead of printing and shipping them by mail. This
has already reduced some processing time and cost of postage, but the time spent creating
the invoices is still valuable. Also, when Unihost’s webhosting platform is released to the
general public, not all bills will be sent through e‐mails since some customers still prefer to
get them by mail. Here are some of the benefits the prototype software will give Unihost:
Increased efficiency
To show the increased efficiency in sending invoices electronically, one must look at the
components of how the invoice is created today and the stages it must go through before it
is delivered to the customer.
An interview was set up with Sven Vollbehr, who is
responsible for creating and sending Unihost’s bills to its customers. At the conclusion of
the interview, the following table was made:
Time needed for manual invoicing
Figuring out if customers have reached billing period
Manually find and add service items to bill plus calculate tax
Check payment and calculate late payment fee
Create PDF and e‐mail invoice

5 minutes
15 minutes
1‐5 minutes
5 minutes

Total per one invoice:

26‐30 minutes
Table 1: Time needed for manual invoicing

Depending on whether the customer made a late payment or not the time may vary by
approximately 4 minutes per invoice.
Time needed for e‐billing software to send one invoice
Note that all of the following numbers are not taken from the current invoicing system. The
invoicing system still needs to have two more modules to be completed by the Unihost crew
before the billing process can be automated to its full extent. To simulate these modules,
data has been manually added to the database to be able to benchmark the system:
Start up billing and banking software
Select invoices in software and generate
Send the invoices with banking software

2 minutes
1 minutes
1 minutes

Total per one invoice:

4 minutes
Table2: Time needed to send 1 invoice using e‐billing software
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Note that it is hard to estimate the time using just one invoice in this example. Therefore, a
scenario has been made with five hundred invoices.

Time needed for e‐billing software to send five hundred invoices
To be able to show the true potential of the billing software, a benchmark was made to
generate five hundred invoices from material in the test database. All invoices were
created with the software and all had two purchased items in each invoice. These invoices
were all to an individual Finvoice format file. On the test machine [23] this took 24 seconds
to complete the generating process. To estimate the time of sending one invoice to the
bank with the banking software, the logs were analyzed to estimate the time of sending one
invoice. Depending on the connection speed and time of day the time, one invoice took 3
to 6 seconds. By using this information, the time it would take to generate and send five
hundred invoices during an ideal situation can be estimated. Assume sorting and selecting
fifty invoices at time takes up to 5 minutes each time and they are all sent at the same time
with the banking software.
Time to sort and select the 500 invoices for billing (<5minutes *10) 10‐50 minutes
Time to generate 500 invoices
1 minute
Time to send the invoices with the banking software(3‐5sec. each) 25‐50 minutes
Total time for generating and sending 500 invoices:
Estimated time per invoice:

36‐101 minutes
4 seconds – 12 seconds

Table 3: Time needed to send five hundred invoices by using e‐billing software
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Costs and investments
Time
The time limit of the prototype development was initially set to be completed in 7 weeks.
However, the time needed to develop this system was underestimated slightly and due to a
very time consuming error that made its way into the syntax of the generated Finvoice file,
the development was extended to approximately 10 weeks. The 10 weeks was divided into
the following manner:
Week 1‐2: Gather information and learn about Unihost’s platform; gather information and
learn about the Finvoice file format; research the Zend framework; and set up Unihost’s
banking software.
Week 3‐5: Make primitive GUI and develop a module to generate Finvoice files.
Week 6‐7: Rewrite and make a fully working GUI with added support to search, filter, and
view old and new Finvoice invoices in the browser/GUI.
Week 8‐9: Work with the bank to find a bug in the Finvoice file structure; rewrite the
module for producing Finvoice files.
Week 10: Add some last features and refactor the code.

Cost
The total cost for Unihost’s prototype development is considered to be very low. Since the
thesis was done voluntarily and without the need of contribution from the Unihost
employees, the prototype can almost be considered free. This is due to the fact that only
free open source programs and frameworks were used to produce the prototype.
OP, the bank and intermediator of Unihost, decided to make Unihost into a pilot case. This
was because no other company in Åland had signed a Finvoice invoicing contract with them.
OP offered Unihost the Finvoice service for 0€ for the full year of 2008. OP wanted to use
Unihost as a trial case to see how the implementation would work and as a future example
to show their customers.
After 2008, Unihost will have to pay for the service of sending electronic invoices with OP’s
system. Each electronic invoice sent and received will be charged to the current pricing
scheme of electronic invoices offered by OP. Regardless, the price for this is marginal
compared to the cost reduction the system provides for the company, automating
numerous tasks, and reducing the time needed to produce one invoice from minutes to
virtually seconds.
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Discussion
Thesis outcome
This chapter will explain the outcome of the thesis together with knowledge gathered
during the research and development of the Unihost e‐billing prototype.
The prototype
A working Finvoice billing prototype has been delivered to Unihost and is the private
property of the company which will not be released for public display. The prototype
supports plain invoices with the option to send the invoice to the bank’s print service or
have it delivered to the customer’s web bank. It also lets the user filter, search, print, and
view old and new invoices. However, as stated in the limitations, it is still up to Unihost to
develop one module that will automatically generate new invoices and another module to
read and process payments from information supplied by the bank’s software. With these
modules in place, the invoicing of subscribing customers will be close to fully automated.
Suggestions have also been made to make a module that will register the invoices and
payments in the accounting system, a rather easy module to construct that will save a lot of
time for Unihost’s accountant.

Intermediator comparison
Most banks have almost the same price for the Finvoice invoicing service, except for Nordea
who has priced their cost of the service a little bit higher than their competitors. However,
Nordea feels they do compensate for the higher price with their added expertise and
service. Nordea was the only bank office in Åland that could provide a substantial amount
of information about Finvoice. They are also the only bank that could provide the most
information about e‐billing, especially with information published in Swedish. However,
while choosing an intermediator it is important to confirm they actually support all the
features needed. Some intermediators did not support the invoice print service and some
did not have the added feature to produce invoices in their online bank. However, if you do
not need these features, Ålandsbanken is by far the cheapest alternative with no cost for
receiving electronic invoices.
Cost efficient billing software
The main goal of this thesis was to find a cost efficient billing solution for Unihost. The
prototype proved to generate hours of work into minutes and by outsourcing the
distribution of the invoices to the bank, electronically or by mail, the time‐consuming part of
sending the invoices can be avoided. Also, the software is not dependant on the
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intermediator. In case Unihost would like to change to another intermediator in the future
that might offer lower prices, only a little piece of the code has to be altered to support
Unihost’s new intermediator.

Problems encountered
Several problems were encountered during the research and development of the e‐billing
prototype. Here are some of the more substantial problems that should be addressed in
order to help Finvoice and electronic billing to gain further ground.
Language barriers
Finland is bilingual, but the lack of information on the official Finvoice homepage in Swedish
or English is evident. The homepage does offer some information in English, but these few
pages of text are not fully translated into Swedish. Many of the links on the Swedish version
of the pages link to the Finnish pages, giving a very unprofessional impression. The support
of OP also proved to have no Swedish speaking personnel with experience in Finvoice
invoicing, often resulting in no response to emails.
Lack of information
Most companies do not develop their own Finvoice billing systems but instead buy complete
billing systems or billing modules. Due to this fact, there is almost no information available
online about Finvoice implementations or development of similar systems. OP’s support
lacked experience with errors that could potentially appear while the system is still under
development. One good example, even though a bit technical, was when the bank software
reported errors because the Finvoice file could not pass the security checks. After three
weeks of talking to the support, repeatedly resending the file with various attempts to
target the problem, the error resulted from simple fault as an unnecessary tab after a line in
the SML syntax. This minute character managed to stall the development for three weeks
because the lack of experience in the support and documentation to handle such errors.

Conclusion

To summarize, the billing prototype has been handed to Unihost, free of charge, and the
cost of service 2008 will be 0€ due to the agreement made with OP. However, before
Unihost has a fully operating e‐billing system, they still need to spend some money and time
in developing the two remaining modules needed to fully automate the billing process.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Price comparison
Cost of service
Tapiola

Tapiola could not provide a price list of their services because they were just starting up
their invoicing service and had no official price list. At the time of request they also only
supported billing of customers (not B2B)
Sampo

Prices based on information acquired from their homepage
Monthly fee sending
Sending invoice
Sending invoice to other operator

5€
0,183€
0,244€

Montly fee receving
Receiving invoice

5€
0,36€

Print & Send invoice
E‐invoice service online monthly

0,9€
8€

Andelsbanken or (OP)

Prices based on information gathered during an interview with OP.
Startup fee
Monthly fee sending
Sending invoice
Sending invoice to other operator

20€
5€
0,25
0,31

Montly fee receving
Receiving invoice

0€
0,25

Print & Send invoice
E‐invoice service online monthly

0,8€ (0,9 color)
8€
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Sparbanken

Prices based on information acquired by sending an email to their customer support
Startup fee
Monthly fee sending
Price per invoice

20,00 €
2,50 €
0,25 €

Monthly fee receiving
Reciving invoice
Print & send invoice

2,50 €
0,25 €
0,90 €

Lokalandelsbanken

Prices based on information acquired from their homepage
Startup Cost
Montly fee sending
Sending invoice

20,00 €
3,00 €
0,25 €

Monthly fee recieving
Receiving invoice
Incoming/outgoing

3,00 €
0,25 €
0,6€

Print & Send invoice

None

Nordea

Prices based on information gathered during an interview with Nordea, note that the prices
are based on the presumption that the company will send 50‐499 invoices a month.

Startup fee
Monthly fee sending
Sending invoice

50€
10€
0,25

Startup fee recieving
Montly fee receving
Receiving invoice

50€
10€
0,35€

Print & Send invoice

0,90€
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E‐invoice service online monthly
Incoming/outgoing online

5€
0,6€

Ålandsbanken

Prices based on information gathered during an interview with an Ålandsbanken
representative
Startup fee
Monthly fee sending
Sending invoice
Sending invoice to other operator

20€
0€
0,25
0,25

Montly fee receving
Receiving invoice

0€
0€

Print & Send invoice
E‐invoice service online monthly

None
None

Aktia

Prices based on information acquired by emailing their customer support
Monthly fee sending
E‐invoice service online monthly
Sending invoice
Sending invoice to other operator

5€
6€
0,25
0,25

Montly fee receving
Receiving invoice

5
0,25

Print & Send invoice
E‐invoice service online monthly

1,2€
None
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Appendix 2 – Interviews with the local banks
Interview with Carina Sjödahl, Nordea.

Questions and Answers
Q: When was e‐billing introduced in Finland?
A: It’s been present the past 5 years, everything really started back in 2003. Services like
Edifakt(?) has been used for a long time in B2B invoriment and is sitll used by some today.
The good thing about Finvoice is that it reaches not only business but ordinary customers as
well. Before the bank offices picked up on Finvoice there were numerous systems and the
various standards made synchronization an issue. There are however programs to convert
between the standards nowadays.
Q: What add‐on programs might be needed to use Finvoice?
A: In case you’re already running finvoice, you need no add‐on programs what‐so‐ever.
Everything goes through the same channel to the bank. If you’re running a program like
busware(?), enfo, itella(?) you have to use add‐ons with them because they are running on
another standard than the banks are.
Q: How common is e‐billing?
A: The largest companies are mostly using edifakt. About 40‐50% are running their
transactions electronically. The good thing is however that a lot of small companies now
have access through their internet banks page. The bank pages gives the company a service
similar to any invoice program, however everything needs to be typed in also “double” in the
sense that they are not generated online. The good thing is that no extra investment is
needed since it’s already present for them to use.
Q: How have companies implemented it?
A: Some have gone straight from ordinary paper invoices to e‐billing while some have used a
middle step to scanning all incoming invoices. The good thing is still that most bookkeeping
software now has support for it which makes it easier to implement it (in case you have the
right add‐on module).
Q: How much money, in percentage terms, do companies gain from doing this?
A: I have no exact number on the earning of using e‐billing because it will obviously vary
from company to company, but a good example that I like to mention is that the Finnish
Government have calculated that they are approximately 30€per invoice when moving to e‐
billing because all of the middle steps are eliminated.
Q: What problem do companies run into when integrating e‐billing?
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A: Well, when they have the necessary software it’s usually faults like filling in the wrong
characters or errors when converting from their current system so that the text on the
invoices ends up misplaced. However, the material sent to the bank goes through various
automated checks and we just have to work all the error out before the invoices actually
goes through. Usually there is a lot of testing that has to be done, especially if the user has
its own system.

Interview with Caroline Ericsson, ÅAB

ÅAB had no available information to give about e‐invoices but they could deliver a price list
of their charges to large companies who were looking to implement e‐billing. However,
they had no support at present time in their online bank platform to support e‐invoices and
they had no support for small companies to implement e‐invoices systems.

Interview with Kirsti Nordblom – Andelsbanken

Kirsti had no information at all to give about e‐billing but she mentioned Sven‐Olof
Josefsson, who stated that no company yet had signed an e‐billing service contract with
them. He was keen on the idea of having Unihost as a “test” company and agreed on
starting up Unihost’s services with Andelsbanken immediately. This was due to the fact that
Andelsbanken was Unihost’s preferred bank since they voided all e‐billing charges in 2008.
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